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Correlation Between Microscale
Magnetic Particle Distribution
and Magnetic-Field-Responsive
Performance of Three-
Dimensional Printed Composites
To date, several additive manufacturing (AM) technologies have been developed for fab-
ricating smart particle–polymer composites. Those techniques can control particle distri-
butions to achieve gradient or heterogeneous properties and functions. Such
manufacturing capability opened up new applications in many fields. However, it is still
widely unknown how to design the localized material distribution to achieve desired
product properties and functionalities. The correlation between microscale material dis-
tribution and macroscopic composite performance needs to be established. In our previ-
ous work, a novel magnetic field-assisted stereolithography (M-PSL) process was
developed, for fabricating magnetic particle–polymer composites. In this work, we
focused on the study of magnetic-field-responsive particle–polymer composite design
with the aim of developing guidelines for predicting the magnetic-field-responsive prop-
erties of the composite. Microscale particle distribution parameters, including particle
loading fraction, magnetic particle chain structure, microstructure orientation, and parti-
cle distribution patterns, were investigated. Their influences on the properties of
particle–polymer liquid suspensions and properties of the three-dimensional (3D) printed
composites were characterized. By utilizing the magnetic anisotropy properties of the
printed composites, motions of the printed parts could be actuated at different positions
in the applied magnetic field. Physical models were established to predict magnetic prop-
erties of the composite and trigger distance of fabricated parts. The predicted results
agreed well with the experimental measurements, indicating the effectiveness of predict-
ing macroscopic composite performance using microscale distribution data, and the fea-
sibility of using the developed physical models to guide multimaterial and multifunctional
composite design. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4038574]

1 Introduction

By combining various materials that serve mechanical, electri-
cal, chemical, thermal, and/or optical functions with controlled
distributions at microscale in the polymer matrix, smart particle–
polymer composite with multiple functionalities can be fabricated
[1–18]. Transformative applications have been demonstrated in
targeted drug delivery, micromachines, microelectromechanical
systems, by using the advanced characteristics of such particle–
polymer composite [3–13]. Four examples of the smart composite
applications are: (a) a self-folding microgripper, which consists of
flexible polymer hinges and rigid Au/Ni phalanges, for collecting
tissue samples from porcine liver [3]; (b) a soft reconfigurable
connector fabricated by filling magnetically oriented platelets in
the soft polymer, which changes shape under an external magnetic
field [5]; (c) a microfish, which has iron oxide and platinum nano-
particles embedded in the polymer matrix at different regions, for
targeted drug delivery and toxin-neutralization applications [4];
(d) a mesoscale turbo fan, which has iron particles embedded on
its blade tips and can rotate with various rotation speeds under an
external magnetic field [9].

Various novel manufacturing technologies have been developed
to fabricate such smart materials. A simple one-exposure in situ
fabrication approach was developed by Kwon and coworkers, and

they successfully fabricated magnetic actuators, which consist of
magnetic and nonmagnetic components [19,20]. Additive manu-
facturing (AM), also known as three-dimensional (3D) printing, is
a class of new manufacturing technologies that fabricate 3D
models by accumulating materials, from the bottom to the top,
usually in a layer-by-layer way. Compared to conventional manu-
facturing techniques, it has many advantages such as design free-
dom, assembly free, and little material waste. Erb and coworkers
developed a 3D magnetic printing process and demonstrated suc-
cessful productions of complex bioinspired reinforcement archi-
tectures using magnetic microplatelets and polymer [21]. The 3D
magnetic printing process proposed by Erb et al. applies a mag-
netic field via electromagnetic solenoids simultaneously with digi-
tal mask image photo-polymerization of liquid resin. In this
manufacturing process, orientations of magnetic microplatelets
could be manipulated and controlled in a three-dimensional part,
in layers and between layers. In addition, Studart and coworkers
developed another magnetically assisted 3D printing technique for
fabricating magnetic-field-responsive particle–polymer compo-
sites [5]. Their 3D printing technique is based on direct ink writ-
ing process, in which magnetic platelets and resin are mixed and
dispensed through nozzles, while a magnet is used to orient the
magnetic platelets. In this process, both the magnetic platelet
loading fraction and orientation can be controlled in a layer-by-
layer way. In our previous study, we developed a new additive
manufacturing process, magnetic-field-assisted projection stereoli-
thography (M-PSL), and demonstrated its capability of fabricating
particle–polymer composites with various particle distributions
and product properties [9]. In the developed M-PSL process,
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magnetic particles can be filled into the polymer matrix with dif-
ferent orientations, structured chains, and loading fractions to
achieve varied composite properties and product functionalities.

Despite the progress in advanced manufacturing techniques,
significant challenges exist in the design of the multimaterial part
to achieve the desired functionalities. It is still largely unknown
how to blend materials at the microscale level to obtain the
desired macroscopic performance of the printed part. With the tra-
ditional design methods and knowledge that are mainly estab-
lished for single-material part manufacturing, it is not clear how
to design particle distributions to achieve the desired performance
of the final printed product. For design of magnetic particle–
polymer composites, Kwon and coworkers investigated how to
obtain desired magnetic torque by spatially controlling magnetic
particle dispersion patterns [20]. They modeled the magnetic tor-
que to a single chain and designed microactuators driven by the
heterogeneous magnetic anisotropy. Doyle and coworkers investi-
gated the chain structures formed when magnetic particles in liquid
resin are subjected to a uniform magnetic field, providing a basis
for understanding the magnetorheological (MR) suspensions [22].

In this work, we focused on the study of magnetic particle–
polymer composite design with the aim of developing guidelines
for predicting the magnetic-field-responsive properties of the 3D
printed composite fabricated by M-PSL process. Microscale parti-
cle distribution parameters, including particle loading fraction,
magnetic particle chain structure, microstructure orientation, and
distribution patterns, were investigated. Their influences on mac-
roscopic composite performance were characterized. By utilizing
the magnetic anisotropy properties of the printed composites,
motions of the printed parts could be actuated at different relative
positions in the applied magnetic field. By revealing the correla-
tion between microscopic magnetic particle distribution and mac-
roscopic composite responses to a magnetic field, we would be
able to design the magnetic particle–polymer composite properly
and predict trigger condition for printed parts.

Section 2 reviews the magnetic field-assisted projection stereo-
lithography process developed in our previous work for composite
fabrication [7]. In addition, three sets of samples, with different
microscale particle distribution properties, were designed and
then fabricated using M-PSL. Section 3 characterizes the micro-
scale distribution characteristics and macroscopic performances
of the fabricated samples, and discusses effects of particle distri-
bution on magnetic-field-responsive properties of printed compos-
ite. Analytic models were developed and experiments were
performed to analyze the macroscopic performances, including
trigger distance and magnetic anisotropy properties. Finally, con-
clusions and future work were given in the end.

2 Magnetic-Field-Responsive Composite Fabrication

2.1 Magnetic Field-Assisted Projection Stereolithography
Process Overview. The magnetic field-assisted projection stereo-
lithography system is illustrated in Fig. 1. It integrates a conven-
tional bottom-up projection stereolithography setup with a drop-
on-demand dispensing system as well as an external magnetic
field. Key components include an imaging unit, a resin vat, a lin-
ear actuator for elevating the build platform in Z direction, and a
magnet mounted on a rotational stage. The resin vat can slide on
the X–Y plane driven by two linear stages. All four axes are con-
trolled by one controller. First, sliced images from a 3D
computer-aided design model of the object are converted to digital
mask images. Next, the dispensing system deposits magnetic par-
ticles into the resin vat. Furthermore, by controlling the motion
path of a magnet beneath the resin vat, magnetic particles can be
guided to desired areas before the resin curing. Then the digital
mask image will be projected by the imaging unit to the bottom of
the resin vat for solidification. By repeating this procedure, mag-
netic particle–polymer composites can be fabricated. The external
magnetic field can control particle dispersion patterns and local
distribution ratios. This multimaterial additive manufacturing

process can achieve fast build speed, local magnetic intelligence,
and fabrication of composites with heterogeneous properties. A
prototype machine has been developed to implement fabrication
process for particle–polymer composites. Process parameter set-
tings were investigated and optimized in our previous study [23].
The appropriate layer thickness and curing time were selected
based on our previous study of the relationship between the curing
depth and the magnetic particle loading fraction [23]. During the
curing process, the light is absorbed by magnetic particles in the
suspension. As the loading fraction of the magnetic particles
increases, the curing depth decreases. As a result, a smaller layer
thickness or a longer curing time is used in our manufacturing
process for curing layers with higher volume loading fraction of
magnetic particles.

2.2 Printed Results. Photopolymer 3DM-ABS (3D Materi-
als, Inc., Soultz-Haut-Rhin, France) and magnetorheological fluid
LORD MRF-122EG (Mid-Atlantic Rubber, Inc., Baltimore, MD)
were used to fabricate samples discussed in Sec. 3. Suspension
samples with six various MR fluid volume loading fractions from
5.7% to 11.5% were prepared by mixing resin and MR fluid. All
suspension samples were homogenized by using Thinky AR-100
Conditioning Mixer and then were used as the feedstock. Three
sets of samples were fabricated using M-PSL process. Pictures of
a fabricated sample in set-0 (S0), a sample in set-1 (S1), and set-2
(S2) samples are shown in Fig. 2. These three sets of samples
were numbered orderly according to the microscale particle distri-
bution complexity, and described in Sec. 3.

Set-0 (S0) samples are polymer composites filled with non-
structured particles. Six samples were printed by mixing MR fluid
with liquid resin uniformly with varied MR fluid volume loading
fractions, 5.7%, 6.6%, 7.5%, 8.5%, 9.8%, and 11.5%, and then curing
the suspension in the absence of magnetic field. Figure 2(a) shows a
printed sample with 8.5% loading fraction. Due to the uniform mixing

Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of the smart polymer composite
printing system using M-PSL process. (I) Resin vat (II) micro-
scaled nozzle (III) particle droplet (IV) magnet (V) image unit (VI)
platform (VII) linear actuator.
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of magnetic particles and the base liquid resin, the printed composite
contains randomly dispersed black particles as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Under microscope, we can observe the uniformly distributed mag-
netic particles in polymer matrix, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

By applying a uniform magnetic field during the printing pro-
cess, magnetic particles were magnetically directed and formed
into chain-like structures, which roughly aligned with the mag-
netic field induction line. After photo-curing, chain structures
were locked inside the polymer matrix. Six magnetic particle
chain-polymer composite samples with different MR fluid volume
loading fractions, 5.7%, 6.6%, 7.5%, 8.5%, 9.8%, and 11.5%,
were fabricated. These samples are grouped as set-1 (S1) samples.
Figure 2(c) shows a printed S1 sample with 8.5% loading fraction,
and Fig. 2(d) shows its microscopic image. The chain structure of
magnetic particles can be easily observed in Fig. 2(d).

For set-2 (S2) samples, composites with particle chains dis-
persed with patterns in the polymer matrix were fabricated. Four
distribution patterns were tested, including cross, line, ring, and
half ring. Pictures of printed part and the related microscopic
images are shown in Figs. 2(e)–2(h). The black region is particle
chain embedded, while the yellow region is pure polymer. We
defined the local loading fraction as the volume of the magnetic
particles over the volume covered by the pattern, and the overall
loading fraction as the volume of the magnetic particles over the
volume of the printed part. For cross pattern and line pattern, they
have the same overall volume loading fraction 2.7% but different
local volume loading fraction, 7.0% for cross pattern and 6.0% for
the line pattern. The ring and half ring patterned samples have the
same overall volume loading fraction 0.6%, but different local
loading fractions, 6.5%, and 9.4%, respectively.

After fabricating these three sets of samples, experiments were
designed and conducted to study the effects of different micro-
scale particle distribution factors on magnetic-field-responsive
properties of the fabricated particle–polymer composites, includ-
ing trigger distance and magnetic flux density.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Trigger Distance Prediction and Validation

3.1.1 Modeling. As known, magnetic force FM exerted on the
printed composites in an applied magnetic field can be expressed
by the following equation from Coulomb’s law for magnetism:

FM ¼
l0qm1qm2

4pd2
(1)

where l0 is the vacuum permeability, qm1 and qm2 are the magni-
tudes of magnetic poles of the magnet and the printed sample,
respectively, and d is the distance between the sample and the
magnet.

The trigger distance is defined as the maximum distance at
which the magnet can actuate the motion of the part. As a critical
threshold for remote control, the trigger distance plays an impor-
tant role in determining the magnetic-field-responsive perform-
ance of the 3D printed composite. Accurate prediction of the
trigger distance before fabrication provides guideline for compo-
sites component design. The trigger distance dt could be obtained
by balancing gravity with magnetic force FM. The magnitude of
magnetic poles is given by

qm ¼
MV

L
(2)

where M is the magnetization, V is the volume, and L is the char-
acteristic length.

By setting the sample weight WS equivalent to the magnetic
force FM and using Eqs. (1) and (2), the trigger distance dt can be
derived as below:

dt ¼
l0qm1MsVs

4pLsWs

� �1
2

(3)

where Ms is the saturation magnetization of the liquid suspension,
Vs is the sample volume, Ls is the sample characteristic length,
and Ws is the sample weight.

Furthermore, as the magnetic field increases, the particle mag-
netization increases toward saturation, which introduces changes
in the viscosity and the appearance of yield stress in the mixed
suspension. Yield stress represents the point where the transmis-
sion from solid-like to liquid-like happens. With a stress larger
than the yield stress, the suspension starts to flow. Yield stress
dependence of the applied magnetic field becomes subquadratic.
In addition, there is a linear dependency of yield stress on the vol-
ume loading fraction of the MR fluid [24,25]. Accordingly, the
saturation magnetization of the suspension can be modeled as

Fig. 2 (a) and (b) A printed sample in set-0. (c) and (d) A printed sample in set-1. (e)–(h) Printed samples in set-2.
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Ms ¼
s2

ys

6u2l2
0H3

(4)

where sys represents the yield stress, u is the volume loading frac-
tion of MR fluid, and H is the applied magnetic field.

It is assumed that the saturation magnetization of the liquid
sample and the cured piece are very close, because it is observed
that the magnetic property of magnetic particles did not change
after solidification. Therefore, trigger distance can be rewritten in
the expression listed below:

dt ¼
qm1Vs

24pl0LsWsu2H3

� �1
2

sys (5)

Since terms inside brackets are known, after finding out yield
stress of the liquid suspension samples, trigger distance can be
predicted easily. The yield stress depends on particle size, compo-
sition, and magnetization saturation of particles [26].

3.1.2 Effects of Microstructure on Rheological Characteris-
tics of S0 and S1 Suspensions. To observe the microstructures of
these suspensions, a thin circular layer with a thickness of 0.1 mm
was cured by a UV lamp. Then the microstructures were observed
with a precision measurement system from Micro-Vu Inc., Wind-
sor, CA. Figure 3 shows the observed microstructures of formed
magnetic chains, with different MR fluid volume loading

fractions. Figure 3(b) gives a closer view of the chain structures.
The particle chain is embedded in the polymer matrix. Inside the
chain, particles are coated by a thin layer of resin, which bonded
the particles together. Due to the magnetization, the magnetic par-
ticles attracted one another forming chain-like structures that in
turn join to form columnar structures. Those chains had unidirec-
tional alignment with the magnetic field induction line because of
polarization. With increased particle volume loading fraction, par-
ticle chain distributions were denser. From scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images, the formed chains were wider as the
volume loading fraction of particles increase. Such a chain dimen-
sion change would cause changes in suspension rheological prop-
erties and performances of the printed composites under magnetic
field.

Rheological properties of suspensions with varied magnetic
particle loading fractions were characterized at 25 �C using a Mal-
vern Kinexus ultraþ rotational rheometer from Malvern Instru-
ments Ltd., Malvern, UK. The measurements were carried out
both in the absence of magnetic field and with a magnetic field of
1592 A/m, and involved a logarithmic increase of the shear stress
from 0.1 to 100 Pa.

The base resin is a typical Newtonian fluid with a linear relation
between the shear rate and the shear stress, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
The commercial Lord MR fluid behaves as a shear thickening fluid
with the increased shear rate in Fig. 4(b). The first set of measure-
ments was conducted without the magnetic field. As the shear
stress–shear rate plot is shown in Fig. 4(c), all suspensions behave

Fig. 3 Cured single layer sample: (a) microscopic images and SEM images of cured thin pieces and (b) SEM of the chain
structure
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as Newtonian flow. It indicates that the base resin dominates the
suspension rheological property. In the second set of experiments,
a magnetic field with strength of 1592 A/m was applied during
measurements. With the presence of the magnetic field, all the sus-
pension samples exhibit Bingham plastic behaviors as shown in
Fig. 4(d). The intersections on the stress axis are identified as the
yield stresses. The nonvanishing yield stresses imply the formation
of stable chain structures of magnetized particles. The result shows
that both the yield stress and the chain width increased with the
order of increasing particle volume loading fraction. Additionally,
thicker chains lead to a larger yield stress.

From Fig. 4, the loading fraction of structured magnetic par-
ticles is the critical parameter that defines rheological properties
of the composite fluids. Even a small number of magnetic par-
ticles in the suspension would induce particle attraction to form
into chain structures under an external magnetic field, thereby
completely changing the viscoelastic properties of the suspension.

3.1.3 Prediction of Saturation Magnetization of S1 Samples.
As shown in Eq. (4), the saturation magnetization of each suspen-
sion sample can be calculated by using the yield stress of suspen-
sions. We assumed that the saturation magnetization of printed
parts can be estimated using the suspension saturation magnetiza-
tion. To test this assumption, the saturation magnetizations of
printed samples were calculated using the yield stress shown in
Fig. 4(d) and then compared with the magnetization directly
measured by F.W. bell 5170 Gaussmeter (Berg Engineering Inc.,
Rolling Meadows, IL). In Fig. 5(a), red crosses denote predicted
saturation magnetizations, and blue squares represent magnetiza-
tions measured directly by the Gaussmeter. The predicted values
agree very well with the measured values. Accordingly, it can be
concluded that measured yield stress of suspensions could be used
to predict saturation magnetizations of printed composites in the
S1 group. It should be noted that although the prediction model is
monotonic, measured data from Fig. 4(d) are used for the yield

Fig. 4 Shear stress–shear rate plot: (a) pure resin, (b) pure MR fluid, (c) suspension samples without magnetic field, and
(d) suspension sample with magnetic field

Fig. 5 Comparison between experimental data and prediction: (a) saturation magnetization
and (b) trigger distance
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stress sys in the model. The use of such measured data in the pre-
diction model causes the fluctuation of predicted magnetizations
as shown in Fig. 5(a).

3.1.4 Prediction of Trigger Distance of S1 Samples. As seen
in Eq. (5), trigger distance of S1 samples can be predicted based on
the saturation magnetization obtained from magnetorheological prop-
erties of liquid samples. To validate the prediction, experiments were
conducted to measure the trigger distance. First, a magnet was placed
on the top of a flatly placed sample. Then it slowly approached the
printed part. As the distance decreases, eventually, the part would be
attracted to the magnet. The distance, where the part started to move,
was recorded as the experimental trigger distance.

As shown in Fig. 5(b), the predicted trigger distances agree
well with the experimental results. The average prediction error
for six samples was 9%. It is verified that accurate prediction of
trigger condition could be obtained from magnetorheological
properties of the composite fluids, using Eq. (5).

3.1.5 Effects of Chain Orientation on Trigger Distance of S1
Samples. To study effects of chain orientations on trigger dis-
tance, S1 sample was placed vertically in two orientations, with
which chain structures were perpendicular to the magnetic induc-
tion line (denoted as s1_90) and were parallel to it (denoted as
s1_0), as shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). The results were plotted in
Fig. 6(c). When the chain orientation was parallel to the magnetic
field induction line, it exerted larger magnetic force than perpen-
dicular orientation, resulting in a longer trigger distance.

3.2 Magnetic Anisotropy Properties of Printed Compo-
sites. Magnetic flux density, also known as magnetic induction, is
another significant magnetic-field-responsive property. In this
paper, magnetic flux density was experimentally studied to investi-
gate the magnetic anisotropy properties of the printed composite. A
highly accurate and sensitive MilliGaussmeter IDR-322 was used
for measuring the magnetic flux density of each sample at different
location on it. To measure the minuscule value of magnetic field
density, the smallest range 4 mG was chosen to get a very accurate
measurement. A chamber made of GIRON magnetic shielding film
was used for eliminating the environmental magnetic field effects.
All experiments were conducted inside this chamber.

The probe of MilliGaussmeter IDR-322 is an axial hall probe.
Consequently, when the probe is placed in a magnetic field, it
measures the magnetic field in that direction, and the maximum
reading occurs when the axis of the probe is parallel to the mag-
netic field. The hall generator (sensor) is in the middle of the
probe. Measurements of three points at different locations of
printed samples were chosen to analyze the magnetic flux density
at various areas on the printed parts. As illustrated in Fig. 7(a),
those three points were: the center point of the sample (s0p1), the

middle point of the long edge (s0p2), and the middle point of the
short edge (s0p3).

For S0 samples, measurements were plotted in Fig. 7(a). The
results indicate that the magnetic flux density shows an ascending
trend with the increase in the loading fraction of MR fluid. More-
over, s0p1 shows the largest magnetic flux density because it is at
the center, where the flux lines are denser and more concentrated.
Measurement of s0p2 is slightly higher than s0p3, because it
locates on the axis of the axially magnetized part.

For S1 samples, measurements at the center point (s1p1) were
taken at two different orientations, which were aligning the gauss-
meter probe axis parallel and perpendicular with the chain orienta-
tion. They were marked as s1p1(a) and s1p1(b), respectively. The
measured data were plotted in Fig. 7(b). It is found that findings
obtained from S0 sample measurements also applied to S1 sam-
ples. The strongest magnetic flux density was found at s1p1(a).
Although s1p1(b) is also in the center, measured magnetic flux
density is much lower than s1p1(a). In addition, at a low loading
fraction range, magnetic flux density measured at s1p1(b) was
slightly higher than p2 and p3. However, at a high loading fraction
range, s1p2 and s1p3 had much higher magnetic flux density than
s1p1(b). It demonstrates that orientations of chain structures
affected the magnetic flux density obviously.

Moreover, to investigate the influence of chain dispersion pat-
terns on the magnetic performance of 3D printed parts, magnetic
flux densities of S2 samples were also measured. The results were
plotted in Fig. 7(c). The magnetic flux density was still mainly
determined by the overall volume loading fraction, instead of
local loading fraction. Higher overall loading fraction means a
larger volume of magnetic particles, causing a higher magnetic
flux density at the central position of the printed parts. For

Fig. 6 Experimental trigger distance with different chain
orientations

Fig. 7 Magnetic flux density of samples in (a) set-0, (b) set-1,
and (c) set-2
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samples of ring and half ring distribution patterns with different
local loading fractions, although the overall loading fraction was
the same, lower local loading fraction exhibits a lower magnetic
flux density. It indicates that with the same overall loading frac-
tion, the magnetic properties were affected by the local loading
fraction, which is caused by the particle distribution patterns.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, influences of microscopic distribution parameters,
including particle loading fraction, magnetic particle chain struc-
tures, and orientations, on magnetic-field-responsive properties of
the 3D printed composites were modeled and experimentally stud-
ied. It was found that with nonstructured magnetic particles, the
suspension properties were dominated by the resin, which usually
shows Newtonian fluid characteristics. While for structured mag-
netic particle chains, the particle chain-polymer suspensions
exhibit Bingham Plastic characteristics, strongly depending on the
particle chain loading fractions and dimensions. Furthermore, it is
found that the measured yield stress of suspensions could be used
to predict the saturation magnetization of the cured composites
accurately. In addition, experimental results showed that the
magnetic-field-responsive properties of printed composites with
all particle distribution designs were enhanced with increased par-
ticle volume loading fraction. However, the magnetic flux den-
sities varied significantly at different locations and orientations. In
addition to samples with uniformly distributed particles or chain
structures, parts with different particle chain dispersion patterns
have also been fabricated and tested. It was found that the overall
loading fraction was still the dominant factor on determining the
magnetic flux densities of the printed samples. However, with the
same loading fraction, the distribution pattern affected the mag-
netic properties of the composites significantly, through determin-
ing the local loading fractions in the part.

Future work will include: (1) further investigate the heterogene-
ous properties created by complicated distribution patterns, and
(2) investigate the influence of microscopic distribution patterns
on mechanical properties of the printed composites.

Nomenclature

d ¼ distance
dt ¼ trigger distance

FM ¼ magnetic force
H ¼ applied magnetic field
Ls ¼ characteristic length of sample

Ms ¼ saturation magnetization
qm1 ¼ magnitudes of magnetic field
qm2 ¼ magnitudes of magnetic poles of sample
Vs ¼ volume of sample

WS ¼ weight of sample
l0 ¼ vacuum permeability
sys ¼ yield stress
u ¼ volume loading fraction of MR fluid
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